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UPDATE: July 3, 2013 

EBRSO Arrests Man For Murder of Gardere Man 

East Baton Rouge Sheriff’s Detectives have arrested a man for the June 6th murder of 
Franklin Lara on Jade Avenue. 

Trevor Georgetown, 18, of 8024 Skysail Ave. is charged with First Degree Murder, 
Attempted First Degree Murder and Armed Robbery.  

According to reports, following the shooting on June 6th, Georgetown told witnesses that 
he had committed a murder. He also gave a witness a cell phone later identified as the 
one belonging to the victim.  
 
Georgetown will be transported and booked into parish prison on the above listed 
charges.  
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 6, 2013 

 

EBRSO Looking for Homicide Suspect 

East Baton Rouge Sheriff’s Detectives responded to a shooting yesterday evening at 
approximately 10:02 in the 1700 block of Jade Avenue in which the suspect shot one 
man in the chest and fired at another man.  

According to reports, deputies arrived on scene and found the injured victim, a Hispanic 
male, inside a pickup truck. He was transported to a local hospital with a gunshot wound 
to the chest. Franklin Ely Lara, 19, of 1635 Jade Ave. later died as a result of his 
injuries. Deputies learned that a man in a ski mask was seen in the vehicle with Lara. 
The suspect fired at another man that approached the vehicle, but missed.  The suspect 
was last seen running toward GSRI Road.  

Anyone with information concerning this incident or the identity of the suspect is asked 
to contact the East Baton Rouge Sheriff’s Office at 225-389-5000. Crime Stoppers is 
also offering a cash reward for anyone with information leading to the arrest of those 
responsible.  Contact Crime Stoppers anonymously at (225) 344- STOP or (225) 344-
7867. 
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